The purpose of this paper is to define a mathematical model for the study of quantitative problems about translations between universal languages and to investigate such problems. The results derived in this paper deal with the efficiency of the translated algorithms, the optimality of translations and the complexity of the translation process between different languages.
1. Introduction. The translation of programs from one universal language into equivalent programs of an other universal language plays an important role in practical computing, and it has been an active area of research in computer science. Impressive progress has been made in the understanding of how to design compilers (translators) for higher level programming languages and much of the knowledge has by now been codified in a systematic way so that we can successfully teach compiler writing [1, 4] . As a matter of fact, the practical understanding of how to write compilers is a considerable success in the development of computer science. For theoretical computer scientists this development is particularly interesting since quite a few theoretical results have found practical application, and some theoretical methods have been helpful in the formalization of concepts and in communication about translations and translators.
On the other hand, there is very little known about the quantitative aspects of translations between arbitrary universal languages and we have hardly any global results about the complexity of translations, the quality of translated programs and optimality of translations.
The purpose of this paper is to set up a mathematical model to facilitate the study of quantitative problems about translations between universal languages and to derive some such quantitative results about translations.
To be able to formulate quantitative results about translations we consider two universal languages, a source and a target language, and we define a computational complexity measure for each language. In terms of these complexity measures we investigate the efficiency of translated programs, the optimality of translators, the complexity of the translation process, measured in the complexity measure of the target language, the length of the translated programs, and the dependence of the complexity of translations on the "syntactic" complexity of the source language. We also discuss the adequacy of this formulation of the translation problem and suggest some possible research directions.
2. Preliminaries. In this section we describe a mathematical formulation of the translation problem and derive some elementary quantitative results about translations between universal languages.
First, we specify the two universal languages £fs and £('r, referred to as the source and target languages, respectively. Let Y and F be two non-empty finite alphabets and let £fs and ~%fT be infinite recursive subsets of Z + and P +, respectively, £fs = {wl, w~,... } _~ 2 + and '~r : (Vl'/)2''''} _CC I ~+.
Furthermore, we assume that the above indicated ordering of the sequences of ~fs and ~ga T, respectively, is recursively computable.
To specify the semantics and the complexity of the sequences or algorithms of ~Lf s and £fT, let {~, ~v2," • • } and {f~,f2," " " } be two admissible enumerations of all partial recursive functions [9] (i.e., G6del numberings) and let {d)~, (I)2, • • • } and {F~, F2,.-. } be the step counting functions assigned to {<Pl, 9~2, "'" } and {fi, f2,"" }, respectively. The step counting functions satisfy the two Computational Complexity Axioms [2, 6] 
I. For all i and n, 9~z(n) is defined if and only if (I)z(n) is defined, i.e.,
2. For all i, n, m it is recursively decidable whether O~(n) = m.
We assign to every w~ in Lf s ~i which specifies the meaning of wi and, correspondingly, O~ which defines the complexity of the algorithm specified by w~. Similarly for every vj in ~fr we assign the meaningfj and the complexity Fj. Thus the source and target languages are specified by the triples = {W1, W2,. respectively. All through this paper, for the sake of brevity, we will refer to these triples as £fs and £fr, respectively, and know that their semantics and complexity are defined as above. We will refer to the sequences in ~fs and £'q~r as algorithms or programs.
Furthermore, we assume that :~ is a symbol not contained in I', and it will be used by a translation to indicate that the input string is not a program of c~f s.
A translation from ~L~' s into~r is a recursive mapping o, ~: 2 + ~ 1 ~+ u {:~}, such that:
1. for all Wz in L~' s o(wi) ~ 6f'r and cr(wz) = vj implies that ~Oz = fj, 2. for all w not in ~'s or(w) --~.
Thus a translation maps programs of ~s onto equivalent programs of ~r and strings not in ~s onto the symbol :~. In the conclusion of this paper we discuss the adequacy of this formulation of translations.
Note that in this definition we depart from a previous convention where Ae s and Ser themselves were the indices of admissible enumerations [3, 5] . This older convention unfortunately trivializes the syntax of the language and is not sufficient for our purposes. At the same time, since we deal with the complexity of the translation cr and how it depends on the syntax and semantics of L'as and ~a r only in Section 4, we assume in the first three sections, in order to simplify our expressions, that {wl, w2,'"}={v, v2,'"}= {1,2,3,".}.
This permits us, for example, to replace the first condition in the definition of a translation by the assertion that, for all i, ~o, = f-co" Next we derive several elementary results. First we show that under any translation cr of ~'s into ~'~'T the running times of the source language algorithms bound recursively the running times of the translated programs and vice versa. For the sake of completeness we give a detailed proof of the first result, though the technique of these proofs are well known in complexity theory [2, 6] Proof. Define
It is seen that p is a recursive function, since for all i, x, m we can, because of the second complexity axiom, decide whether ~i(x) = m. If ~bi(x) # m, then p(i, x, m) = O, otherwise ~i(x) = m and, using the first complexity axiom, we know that ~i(x) converges. But then we know, from the definition of a translation, that f, ci)(x) converges and therefore, using again the first complexity axiom, F,<i)(x) converges and yields p(i, x, m) = F,~i)(x). To obtain the desired recursive function H we set
This completes the proof.
Similarly we can show the following result. In many practical cases the translations cr of 5e s into ~° r is a proper into mapping and thus many algorithms in £'('T cannot be obtained by translating algorithms in 5~' s into algorithms in £,('~. Thus it may turn out that ~ produces rather inefficient algorithms and that the best algorithms are not images under a. This is quite possible and happens for many ~r, at the same time, as our next result shows, we can always effectively obtain a recursive function which bounds the difference in running times between algorithms which are and are not images under a. As in the previous results these bounds do not have to be "good" bounds but they can be effectively computed if we know the algorithm for cr and the languages ~s and 5¢ r.
THEOREM. For any translation ~r of ~q~s into ~LP T we can effectively construct a recursivefunction K such that for every fj there exists an i with f~(i) = fj and
Proof. Since ~o~, q~2,"" and fl, f2,"" are admissible enumerations, we know by Rogers' Theorem [9] that they are recursively isomorphic, and we can effectively obtain a recursive £unction p such thatfj = %(j) for all j. Let
We see that t is a recursive function and the desired K is obtained by setting
3. Quality of Translations. In practical applications one is primarily concerned with two quantitative aspect of translations:
1. The quality or efficiency of the algorithms translated by or. 2. The size and computational complexity of the translator e itself.
In this section we will discuss the quality of the translated algorithms and deal with the size and speed of the translation process ~ itself in the following section.
To properly understand what can and cannot be achieved by translators we have to recall a few facts about the set of all algorithms and their computational complexity. It is clear that the properties of the "space" of all algorithms will play an important role of how it can be translated, and the properties which hold for all such "spaces" of algorithms will set universal bounds on the quality of translated algorithms.
First of all we know from recursive function theory [9] : Fact 1. Every G6del numbering has for every partial recursive function ~0 an infinite number of indices (algorithms) il, i2," "', that is, ~% = % Furthermore, this set of all indices for q~ is not recursively enumerable.
From computational complexity theory [2, 6] we know an easily provable result:
Fact 2. In any computational complexity measure {(q~i, ~) } for every recursive function q~ there exist arbitrarily inefficient algorithms. More precisely, for every recursive function G and for every i we can effectively construct a j such that ~oj = ~0i and G(x) < Oj(x) a.e.
Next we define an algorithm ~0; to be g-optimal (or g-best) if no other algorithm can compute this function g-faster than ~0~. For a given computational complexity measure { (~o i, ~i)} and a recursive g, we say that ~o i is g-optimal if for allj such that q~ = ~oj we have g o ¢bj(x) > ~i(x) a.e.
Fact 3. For every computational complexity measure there exists a monotonically increasing recursive function g such that for every total ~j(x) >_ x there exists a g-optimal ~o~ with ebb(x) < g o ~j(x) a.e. Thus near every sufficiently large total Oj there are g-optimal algorithms.
On the other hand, a considerably deeper result from computational complexity theory [2, 6] shows that in any measure for every recursive G there exist functions which do not have G-optimal algorithms.
Fact 4. In any computational complexity measure for every recursive function G there exists a recursive function ~o such that for every i with q~t = q' there exists an index j for q~ such that
From these observations we see that for any ~C~a s and £,e T the set of algorithms is such that every total function has infinitely many algorithms and that among these algorithms are arbitrarily bad ones, furthermore, for sufficiently large g infinitely many functions have g-optimal algorithms but for every recursive G there are recursive functions which do not have G-optimal algorithms. From the last-mentioned fact we conclude that no translation can map all algorithms onto g-optimal algorithms since for some functions they simply do not exist. This follows from the intrinsic nature of the set of all algorithms and holds also for non-recursive translations.
THEOREM. There & no translation, including non-recursive translations, which can translate any .o,~ s into any ~q~r so that all algorithms for recursive functions in ~Ps are mapped onto g-optimal algorithms in £Pr, for any recursive function g.
Proof. Follows from Fact 4. For every recursive translation cr of ~c-('s into 5er, as shown by one of our theorems, there exists a recursive bound between F,~ o and ~i. This implies that very bad algorithms for a recursive function ~o must again be mapped onto bad algorithms. Thus even though good algorithms may exist for the function q~, a recursive translation cannot improve very much on inefficient algorithms for q~. The amount of the possible improvement is bounded by the recursive bound D derived previously.
What is more interesting, as our next result shows, is that every translation of £/'s into ~r can be recursively improved. As a matter of fact, using an index of cr and £Ps and ~/'r we can constructively obtain a translation a' of L~as into ~r such that every total function has an infinite number of algorithms whose translations under o' run much faster than their translations under a. 
Clearly, cr'(j) is a recursive function which translates ~L. q~s into ~ga r. Furthermore, for every recursive function there exist infinitely many algorithms for which ~' yields g-faster algorithms. More precisely, if
since B bounds q5 i to F,~i) and (l)j to F, cj).
For all other algorithms F,~i)(x) = Fo,ci)(x), and we conclude that a' is the desired improved translation of a.
For the sake of completeness we mention that for every 5(' s and 2-°r there is a recursive bound h and a translation (r such that no translation or' of ~'fs into ~q~r can yield h-faster algorithms for all algorithms in 5(' s.
COROLLARY. For any ~q~s and A'~r there exists a recursive function h and a a such that for no ~' mapping ~q~s into 5g. r can we have, for all i, h[F~.~i)(x)] < F~(1)(x) a.e.
Proof. This result follows directly from the fact that for any computational complexity measure there is a recursive function g such that infinitely many recursive functions have g-best algorithms.
The previous theorem showed that every translation ~ of ~s into ~,° r can be recursively improved. Thus no ~ can be viewed as optimal. On the other hand, the improvement of o was achieved by "eliminating" some terribly bad algorithms. In practical translations we are not concerned primarily with improving on terribly bad algorithms; we are much more concerned with translating reasonably good algorithms (written by programmers) into reasonably good machine-language code.
To capture this idea precisely we define speed-up classes, Ph, which consist of those algorithms for which there do not exist h-faster ones.
For ~('s and any recursive function h the h-speed-up class is defined as Pff --{ i I(Vj) [~, = ~j :*. h o oPj(x) > ~)i(x) a.e.] }.
The P~ classes for A°r are defined correspondingly.
In terms of these speed-up classes we now define optimality of translations. We believe that the speed-up classes form an interesting class of sets just as the complexity classes do and that their structure should be investigated further.
Let o be a translation of ~s into ~r and let p be a recursive function. Then o is said to be p-optimal if for every monotonically increasing recursive function h PLho,.
Thus ~ is p-optimal if ~ maps h-best algorithms in ~#r onto p o h o p-best algorithms in ~r.
We can also define a translation ~ of ~'¢s into c~ r to be r-h-optimal if and only if ~(ps) _ p~.
The last concept could be of significance when we are interested in what happens to a particular class of r-best algorithms under translation o, whereas the first concept can be used to describe what happens globally to h-best algorithms under ~. We will now show that every ~ translating ~s into ~ r is p-optimal for some recursive p which we can effectively compute from an algorithm for or. To obtain this result we first state a simple result, which can be easily proven.
LEMMA. For every translation ~ of ~s into ~r we can construct a translation cr' of ~,¢ s onto ~q~r such that, for all i and x, F~(i)(x ) >_ Fo,(i)(x).
To simplify the statement of our next result we make a technical assumption about ~('s and ~r. Without these assumptions we can define p as a function of two variables and get the same result in a somewhat more complicated form.
THEOREM. Let g be a monotonically increasing, unbounded recursive function and let ,LP s and ~9~ r be such that, for all i and x, cbi(x ) >_ g(x) and Fi(x ) > g(x). Then for every translation cr of ~s into ~r we can effectively find a recursive function p such that o is p-optimaL
Proof. By our previous lemma we can assume, without loss of generality, that cr is an onto mapping. Since all ~i and Fi satisfy the minimal growth criterion (@i(x), F~(x) > g(x)), we can obtain a monotonically increasing, recursive function H such that,
for all i, H o dPi(x ) > F~(i)(x) a.e. and H o F~(o(x) > O~(x)
a.e.
We will show that cr is an H = p-optimal translation. That is, for every monotonically increasing h, cr(Ph s) ~_ Pro hop. Let i be in Ph s and letj be such thatfj = f,(o" Since ~r is an onto mapping, let l be such that or(1) = j. Then h o *t(x) > ~bi(x ) a.e.
and H o~t(x) >_ F~(~)(x) a.e. But then H o h o ~t(x) > F~(i)(x) a.e. Since H o F,(z)(x) >_ Ol(x) a.e. we conclude that H o h o H o F,(t) > F,(i)(x) a.e. and therefore H o h o H o Fj > F,u)(x)
a.e. for allj such thatfj = f,(o' Thus we have that as was to be shown.
Our next result shows for every recursive g(x) >_ x there exist pairs of languages ~s and ~fv such that no translation q can map ~fs into ~cfT goptimally. The surprising thing in this result is not that ~fs and £fr exist, but that they can be so chosen that the complexity classes are equal for all recursive t, That is, ~° s and ¢,q° r are, from a computational complexity point of view, very similar. On the other hand, no recursive translation can map good algorithms of ~s onto good algorithms in 2Z T, since they cannot be found recursively.
In the following proof for a given ~° s and g we will construct the desired ~° r. The construction is quite arbitrary but our following result shows that we can get ~q~T as an image of 5¢ s under a recursive translation ~r so that £~s cannot be translated by any (recursive) a g-optimally into 7r(~s). In both cases, there exist non-recursive translations mapping ~s into ~-cP r e-optimally, where e is the identity .function.
T H E O R E M . Let g(n) > n be a monownically increasing recursive function. Then for every ~s there exists an ~T such that, for all recursive h, { ct)ili e pS} = { f jlJ E p r } , but no translation of ~s into ~r can be g-optimal.
Proof. For the sake of clarity we will use a double index to enumerate the algorithms of £Pr as follows: fi, j = q~i for all j. To define the complexity Fi, j we will use an auxiliary set A. Let A be a hypersimple set and let ,4 = {x~, x2, x 3 , " " } with xt < x 2 < x 3 < . . . . Since A is hypersimple we know that A is recursively enumerable and that for every recursive function t the relation t(i) > x i can hold for only finitely many i [9] . We fix a recursive enumeration of A and consider a recursive function h such that pS contains an infinite set of algorithms, {i~, i2, i 3 , " " } for infinitely many different recursive functions (we know such an h always exists). Furthermore, let G be a recursive function such that, for all k, gk(x) < G(X) a.e. Define, Clearly,fi, k with Fi, k defines a computational complexity measure. Furthermore, for any i, F~,k(X) = G o h o G o ~i(x) a.e. if k < x i, where x i is the ith element of ,4. If k > xi, then Fi,k(x ) = ~i(x). Thus, informally speaking, we have moved the good algorithms for every ~ noncomputably far down in the second index o f f i , k and therefore no recursive ¢r can map all ~oi's onto the good algorithms in ~cP r.
We will now show that if a recursive a translating ~-cP s into ~' r is g-optimal, then we can construct a recursive function t such that t(i) > xi for infinitely many i, which contradicts the fact that A is hypersimple. Thus no translation of ~s into ~LP r can be g-optimal.
TO see this we observe that either o(i) = (s, k) with s _> i or we can compute
until we reach s <") such that a(s (")) = (s ("+t), k("+t)), s ~"+t) > s ("). If i e pS, then s (") must be contained in r r P~, oh og,, c_ Pc oh o~ or e is not g-optimal. Thus we have infinitely many indices of total functions i t, i2,.., in P~Johog'j such that ~(ib) = (s, k) with ij < s. But then we must have k > xi~, since otherwise from which we conclude that ~ is not g-optimal.
F~(ij)(x ) = G o h o G o e) ij(x)
But then we can construct from o a recursive function t which for infinitely many i satisfies t(i) > xi. This is a contradiction since x i is the ith largest element of _4, where A is a hypersimple set. Thus no ~ can be g-optimal, as was to be shown.
In the previous result the construction of A'~r may appear artificial. On the other hand, it turns out that 5q r can be chosen to be a translation of oW s into itself for any A°s .
C O R O L L A R Y . For every ~s and every reeursive monotonically increasing g(x) > x we can construct a reeursive translation ~ o f 5 f s into 5 f s such that no reeursive translation ~ o f oW s into 7T(~s) can be g-optimal. Furthermore, for all reeursive h the complexity classes and the classes o f functions with h-best programs are identical for ~q~s and rr(~s).
Proof. The proof is obtained by replacing ~r of the previous proof by ~-(£,es) for a properly constructed translation ~-. The proof is technically messy and long but the main ideas are already contained in the previous proof.
It should be observed that ~c~a s can be mapped by non-recursive translations g-optimally into ~a r or ~r(~-~s), of the two previous results, respectively. Emphasizing the fact that zr, for example, does not destroy the good algorithms, it just hides them so that recursive translations cannot find them.
4. Complexity of Translations. In this section we investigate the complexity of the translation cr of L,(' s into ~r by considering the step counting function of in .LP r.
To be able to separate the complexity of the translation due to the complexity the syntax of £'as and .LP r from the complexity of the actual translation, we now permit ~Cf s and -LP r to be arbitrary recursive subsets of Y~÷ and I ~+, respectively.
First, we will show that in this case there exist pairs of languages ~s and ~° r for which the complexity of any translation mapping ~s into £'q'r must exceed an arbitrary recursive bound. The reason for this is that ~ must be able to decide whether w e ~s and thus the complexity of the recognition problem for ~s can be exploited to force the complexity of cr to be arbitrarily high. On the other hand, if ~r is fixed and the complexity of the recognition problem "w in ~' s " is bounded, then the complexity of the translations ~ of oLP s into oo-q' r can be bounded, independently of the semantics of Les. We will refer to the complexity of the recognition problem "w ~ Les" as syntactic complexity. g(x) a.e.
THEOREM. For every recursive function g(x) and every
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that LeT is given by one-tape Turing machines and the amount of tape used is the complexity measure. Then any a translating Les into LeT can be converted into a recognizing device for sequences in Les without increasing the complexity F~. But then, if we choose Les to be harder to recognize than g (x) , that is, Les ¢ Cg, then we know that cr must have complexity larger than g, i.e., F~(x) > g(x) a.e., as was to be shown.
THEOREM. For every recursive function g(x) and Les we can choose an Let such that any translation ~ of cS s into Let, f~ = ~, implies that F~(x) > g(x) a.e.
Proof. By choosing the set Let to be such that no infinite subset of Let can be enumerated easily, we can force the complexity of cr to be arbitrarily large.
Next we show that for a fixed Le~ we can recursively bound the complexity of translations from Les into Let in terms of the syntactic complexity of Les.
To do this we utilize an auxiliary language Lea such that for every Les there exists a prefix z such that, for w ~ Les, Pz(w) = zw is a translation of Les into Le a . It can be shown that such languages exist and they have been studied before [7, 10] .
Informally, the prefix expresses: "the data string following me must be interpreted as a program of Les whose definition is given here". Thus we see that the complexity of translations into Lero can be bounded in terms of the syntactic complexity of Les. If we choose a reasonable Le'ro and a specific natural complexity measure, then R can easily be computed.
THEOREM. Consider a fixed language
Similarly, we can show that for every fixed Leyo we can recursively bound the length of the translated programs in terms of the length of the source program for all Les [7] . Proof. Let p be a translation of .L/' A into ~aro. Then for every ~° s there exists a z such that Pz(w) = zw is a translation of ~s into ~,e,e Clearly p(zw) is a translation of ~s into ~aro. Then P(Iw]) = max~w { ip(zw) t } is a recursive function satisfying the theorem.
THEOREM. For every fixed Lero we can effectively obtain a recursive function P such that for all Les there exists a translation cre of ~s into Lero and
5. Conclusion. The mathematical formulation of the translation problem in this paper is very general and it does not seem to exclude any intuitively reasonable concepts of translation. Thus many other quantitative problems about translations can be investigated in this framework, and we believe should be. On the other hand, it is also clear that in many regards this formulation is too general. For example, the syntax, semantics and complexity of ~,e s and ~c6' r are defined completely independently. Also all translations are admitted. This seems to be too general a formulation and that an important task is to couple, in a very general way, the syntax semantics and complexity measures of ~cP s and ~a r respectively and then restrict somewhat the translations of ~L,F s into ~r. How this should be done is not at all clear and seems to be related to the difficult problem of defining "natural" computational complexity measures [8] . At the same time, we believe that these are important problems and that the study of formal translations may indicate how an abstract theory linking syntax, semantics and complexity of languages can and should be developed.
